Lesson 2

Name

Date

Negative Prefixes
Negative prefixes are added to root or base words without taking
away or adding letters. Each of these negative prefixes, im-, in-, il-,
Ir-, un-, and non-, means "not." The negative prefix ir- is attached to words that
begin with the letter r. Words that begin with m use the negative prefix im-.
The negative prefix /'/- is used with words that begin with /. Words that begin
with b use the negative prefix un-.

Add the prefix to the base word to make a new word.

1. ir

responsible

2. non

profit

3. il

literacy

4. im

movable

5. un

bearable

6. in

direct

7. in

dependent

8. non

sense

q. un

tied

10. un

bound

s
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Date

Name

Selection Vocabulary
Focus

tremors n. plural form of
tremor: a shaking or trembling

horrified v. past tense of horrify: to
cause a feeling of great fear and dread

strutting a form of the verb strut: to
walk in such a manner as to attract
attention to oneself or show off

muffled v. past tense of muffle: to wrap
or cover so as to soften the sound or
protect

quivered v. past tense of quiver: to
shake slightly; shiver

gasping a form of the verb gasp: to
draw in air suddenly or with effort

frantically adv. in a wildly excited manner

barren adj. not able to produce anything

anxious adj. nervous, worried, or fearful
about what may happen

remains n. things that are left behind

Practice

Choose a vocabulary word or words from the box to
complete each sentence.

3. The boastful actor stopped

5. The

for shelter.

again, people looked

2. When the earth

4. The girl was

about

of the earth, people were

1. Following the first
a possible earthquake.

_ for air.

and began
to hear

voices from beneath the rubble.

of the buildings were ruins, and the ground lay

When you finish, share your work with a partner.
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Main Idea and Details
The main idea and supporting details provide important information
for readers.
The main idea is what the author wants the readers to learn from his or her
writing.
The main idea may be stated in a topic sentence.
The main idea may be expressed through the supporting details.
The supporting details give more information about the main idea.
Supporting details provide examples.
Supporting details give information.
Supporting details prove the main idea.

Underline the main idea in the paragraph below. Write out
the supporting details in the space provided.

Richard Wetherill's contributions to the field of archaeology
were not appreciated or recognized by the scientific community
until recently. When he discovered the ancient canyon cities, he
contacted both the Smithsonian and Peabody museums, but neither
one was interested in helping him. Because he was not a scientist,
he was told by the experts to stop what he was doing. Other
archaeologists felt that he would destroy important archaeological
artifacts. Some people even believed that he was looting graves.

1.
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Main Idea and Details (continued)
Write M if the sentence is a main idea. Write D if the
sentence is a supporting detail.
4. In the early l^^Os, grunge music again changed the way people dressed, making
oversized clothes the fashion of the time.
5. In the early l^SOs, the British new wave bands brought with them new fashions,
with clothes and hairstyles that were as different as the music itself.
6. For many years now, music has influenced fashion.
7. In the iq/Os, disco music influenced people to wear glamorous clothes, and suits
and sequined dresses became fashionable.
8. In the late l^SOs, musical artists began wearing elegant evening clothes and
businesslike suits, and fashions changed to keep up with the trends.
When you finish, compare your supporting details from questions one
through three to those of a partner.

o
3
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Negative Prefixes, and Suffixes -ful and -less
• The negative prefixes //-, it-, im-, in-, non-, and un- mean "not." Words
starting with the following letters use the following negative prefixes:
r uses /'/•-, m uses im-, I uses //-, and b uses un-.
• The suffix -ful means "full of."
• The suffix -less means "without."
For words ending in y that sound like /e/, change the y to an ;': penny + -less penniless.
For words ending in a consonant and a suffix starting with a consonant, do not
double the last letter of the base: art + -less = artless, or help + -ful = helpful.

noiseless
doubtful

illiterate
eventful

nonviolent
irrational

penniless
masterful

emotionless
impossible

Convention Strategy
Add the word parts together to create the spelling word.
1. noise + less

=

6. ir + rational

=

2. doubt + ful

7. master + ful

=

3. il + literate

8. emotion + less

=

=

<*. im + possible

5. non + violent =

10. penny + less

4. event + ful

=

When you finish, share your responses with a partner or small group.
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Subject-Verb Agreement
Example

Rule
• A singular subject calls for
the singular form of a verb.

• A camel survives for long periods of
time without water.

A plural subject calls for the plural form
of a verb.

• Camels transport goods across the
desert.

Even when a prepositional phrase
comes between the subject and the
verb, the same rules apply.

• The water at oases in deserts is a
welcome relief.

In an inverted sentence, the verb
comes before the subject. To find
the subject, rearrange the sentence so
that the subject comes before the verb.

Through the hot desert plod the
camels, (inverted)
The camels plod through the hot
desert, (subject placed before
the verb)

Write C if the correct form of the verb is used. Write / if the
incorrect form is used.
1. Camels are hoofed mammals.

I

2. Camels in the desert eats dry, salty, and thorny plants.
3. In the single hump on a dromedary camel's back is stored layers of fat.
4. The long legs of a camel raise its body above the intense heat of the sand.
5. A thick pad under a camel's toes provides protection.
6. The harsh conditions in the desert prevents most other animals from living there.
7. In the deserts of North Africa live dromedary camels.
8. Camels in an oasis drinks large amounts of water.
q. Scattered throughout the desert is occasional oases.
10. Camels kneeling in the sand are loaded with goods to carry across the deser,t.
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